
FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Excellent adhesive and cohesive qualities - stays put, won’t fly off moving parts.  
Micro-metals - Prevent galvanic pitting, electrolysis, seizure. 
Fluid to gel phase - Allows product to penetrate to areas that are hard to reach,  
Gel - acts as a membrane to protect from dust, rust and corrosion.

APPLICATIONS:
Designed to lubricate and protect metal parts, especially where dissimilar metals are in contact.  Reduces 
friction and acts as a buffer zone where electrolysis is prevalent, thereby reducing factors which can cause 
complete seizure.

DIRECTIONS:
In order to evenly distribute micro-metal particles, it is extremely important to SHAKE WELL BEFORE AND 
DURING APPLICATION of this product.  Be sure that area to be treated is clean and dry.  Hold can 8 to 10 
inches from surface and apply moderate amount of product (reapply as needed).  Allow compound to “set” for 
1 to 2 minutes before operating treated machinery.  Use extension tube when pinpoint accuracy is needed.

CUSTOMERS WHO USED THIS PRODUCT ALSO USED:

FORMULATION:
Blend of graphite micro-metals, molybdenum disulfide, parafin oils, lubricating oils, suspending agents, rust 
inhibitors.

TARGET ACCOUNTS:
Machine Shops, Industrial Plants, Farms, Equipment Shops, Municipal Shops.

SPECIAL CAUTIONS:
None. 
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ENDURO LUBE is a brand new lubricant designed with the added benefit of anti-seizing character-
istics. This superior lubricant dispenses in a viscous fluid phase which then sets up to a semi-gel.  
This gel phase acts as a protective membrane which inhibits the adherence of dust particles, as 
well as offering protection against rust and corrosion. The addition of micro-metals in the formula 
act as the sacrificial metal between dissimilar metals to prevent galvanic pitting. This product 
boasts excellent cohesion and adhesion properties to keep it where you apply it, especially on 
moving parts. ENDURO LUBE is excellent for use on: Chain Rollers, Sliding Surfaces,Chains And 
Sprockets, Threads And Cables.
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